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Abstract
Norms determine regular patterns of behavior and influence members’
identification with a group. They are also a proximate way to predict and
understand behavior in diverse work groups but, surprisingly, have not been
extensively examined in this context. After reviewing research on group
norms and the psychology of prejudice, I suggest that reaping the benefits of
the increased range of available task relevant resources in demographically
diverse work groups may depend on the strength and content of the norms it
adopts, but that diverse groups face distinct obstacles in developing strong
norms that create satisfying interpersonal interaction and effective work
performance. I consider the difficulties diverse work groups have in forming
strong norms and then focus on how anti-bias norms, which are directed
toward preventing behaviors associated with prejudice and discrimination
and address members’ security concerns, and openness norms, which
promote people’s ability to individuate those whom they might otherwise
stereotype as well as address nurturance concerns, may increase a work
group’s ability to optimize social interaction and performance amidst
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diversity. I suggest that reorienting psychological and organizational research
on prejudice to focus on group norm strength and content may be a way of
both understanding and solving the greater challenges of discrimination.
The demography of the U.S. workforce has changed dramatically. According
to the 2009 Bureau of Labor Statistics, women now represent 49.83% of the
labor force and are on the verge of outnumbering men for the first time in
history. Asian and Hispanic workers have been joining the workforce at an
unprecedented rate over the last 10 years and, along with Black workers, are
projected to significantly increase their presence through 2050 (Toossi, 2006).
Recent immigrants accounted for 41% of labor force growth in the 1990s and
the percentage of the total labor force that was foreign-born doubled to 12% in
2000 (Kritz & Gurak, 2004). As a group, older workers, those over 55, are
projected to grow five times faster than the overall labor force (Toossi, 2007).
These compositional changes have created opportunities for working differently by collaborating to incorporate diverse perspectives. But they have also
produced significant social psychological challenges within organizations and
work groups.
The interdependence and interaction required for work to be accomplished successfully in diverse groups presents fundamental challenges to
older models of work (Doerr, Mitchell, Schriesheim, Freed, & Zhou, 2002).
The proportion of the population participating in the workforce combined
with the amount of time each person spends at work, both in terms of daily
demands and the length of a typical career, are enormous. People working in
diverse groups are exposed to different others more regularly and intimately
than they are in many other stratified sectors of society. Thus, diverse work
groups offer a social laboratory for understanding why diversity is such a
challenge in human society more generally, and potentially, for solving larger
societal problems such as racism and sexism (e.g., Walsh, Weber, &
Margolis, 2003). In this paper, I focus on how work group norms provide
insight into the manifestations of and potential solutions to discrimination at
work.
Diversity refers to differences between people that may lead one person to
consider another different. At the group level, diversity reflects the distribution of differences on a particular attribute or a set of attributes among members of a group, such as age, sex, education, length of service, race, nationality,
or functional background. Though there are numerous attributes on which
people differ, sex and race are among the most psychologically potent and
morally charged because they raise questions about prejudice, justice, and
inequality (e.g., Fiske, 2000; Norton, Vandello, & Darley, 2004). They are also
immutable and easy to spot. In fact, of all the dimensions that people use to
categorize others, sex and race are the quickest and most automatic (Ito &
Urland, 2003; Montepare & Opeyo, 2002). Groups can be characterized on a
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continuum from demographically homogeneous, in which members closely
resemble one another across a variety of demographic attributes, to diverse,
in which members’ attributes differ. Groups can differ on one or more
specific attributes as well as on how multiple attributes converge among
members.1
As these demographic changes have been underway, organizations have
significantly increased their use of teams rather than individuals to make key
decisions and accomplish goals (e.g., Moreland & Argote, 2003). A team
approach emphasizes convening interdependent and often cross functional
groups to get work done (e.g., Keller, 2001; Kozlowski & Bell, 2003). Social
and organizational psychologists have constructed an enormous foundation
of research identifying the conditions in which groups and their members
thrive or flounder, though guaranteeing successful work groups remains elusive (e.g., Ilgen, Hollenbeck, Johnson, & Jundt, 2005; Stewart, 2006; Thibaut &
Kelley, 1986).
Organizing in demographically diverse groups, rather than in homogeneous groups or as diverse individual contributors, is intuitively appealing—
diverse groups should be able to solve more complex problems and generate
more creative ideas based on greater range and diverse expertise among
members (e.g., Cox, Lobel, & McLeod, 1991; Earley & Mosakowski, 2000; Jehn,
Northcraft, & Neale, 1999; Pelled, Eisenhardt, & Xin, 1999; Van Knippenberg,
De Dreu, & Homan, 2004). Being exposed to different perspectives can
enhance creativity and innovation by strengthening a group’s vigilance in
processing relevant information as well as preventing it from settling too easily
on agreed-upon options (e.g., Ancona & Caldwell, 1992; Bantel & Jackson,
1989; Thomas & Ely, 1996; Nemeth & Staw, 1989; Phillips, Liljenquist, &
Neale, 2009).
On the other hand, bringing together people who are different from one
another to accomplish work objectives may magnify their differences. The
cognitive and behavioral biases that emerge in work groups can lead people to
use immediately apparent primary categories and their associated stereotypes
to predict and evaluate one another’s performance and to overlook attributes
that are more relevant to the actual work (e.g., Flynn, Chatman, & Spataro,
2001; Stauffer & Buckley, 2005). These biases typically handicap members of
minority identity groups, such as women and non-Whites, leading them to
feel more uncomfortable and less attached to their employing organization
and work group (e.g., Biernat, Collins, & Katzarska-Miller, & Thompson,
2009; Joshi, Liao, & Jackson, 2006; Tsui, Egan, & O’Reilly, 1992; Westphal &
Stern, 2007). Majority identity group members are also affected by diversity,
as they report feeling less socially integrated and experiencing more communication problems, more conflict, and a higher desire to leave diverse as compared to homogeneous groups (e.g., Allmendinger & Hackman, 1995;
Hambrick, Cho, & Chen, 1996; Jehn & Mannix, 2001; O’Reilly, Caldwell, &
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Barnett, 1989). Thus, despite their purported advantages, the benefits of
diverse work groups have been slow to materialize (e.g., Bacharach, Bamberger, & Vashdi, 2005; Ely & Thomas, 2001; Jackson, Joshi, & Erhardt, 2003).
Psychological and organizational research has provided some insight
about diverse work groups focusing on work processes (e.g., Chatman &
Flynn, 2001; Harrison, Price, & Bell, 1998), leadership styles (e.g., Mitchell &
Boyle, 2009; Somech, 2006), and members’ individual differences (e.g.,
Homan et al., 2008). Fundamentally, each of these is an antecedent to group
norms, which determine regular patterns of behavior, and influence members’ identification, within the group (e.g., Bettenhausen & Murnighan,
1991). Classic research in psychology has shown that social norms are
remarkably strong predictors of behavior (e.g., Sherif, 1936), and recently,
research has linked norms to expressed prejudice, a behavior that is obviously
relevant in diverse work groups (Crandall, Eshleman, & O’Brien, 2002). Thus,
focusing on norms is a proximate way to understand diverse work groups,
and reaping the value of the increased range of available task-relevant
resources in demographically diverse groups may depend on the norms it
adopts. Further, the norms that will enable diverse work groups to generate
constructive interaction and effective performance are distinct from those
that would be useful in homogeneous groups. I consider two core motivational concerns, nurturance and security (Higgins, 1997), and examine their
manifestations in diverse work groups. I suggest that norms addressing these
motives are essential for diverse work groups to function effectively and
identify two categories of them—anti-bias norms and openness, but after
reviewing the relevant research, conclude that such norms are unlikely to
emerge easily.
Roadmap for the Paper
I begin by defining work group norms and then, in the second section of the
paper, discuss the difficulties diverse groups experience in developing strong
norms of any type. This is a problem because a lack of strong norms reduces
members’ ability to identify with the work group or make it a salient social
category. I also discuss how majority and minority identity group members
respond differently and how this makes it harder for diverse work groups to
form its own strong norms. In the third section I focus on the content of
norms by considering anti-bias norms, which are intended to prevent behaviors associated with prejudice and discrimination but which do so imperfectly.
I also discuss the longer term importance of developing openness norms in
diverse groups, those that promote members’ willingness to expand or decategorize stereotyped associations thereby increasing a group’s ability to optimize
interactions with diverse others. I conclude with suggestions for future
research that enables diverse work groups to be more effective. Through the
paper I focus on sex and race diversity and distinguish between “work
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groups,” which refer to a person’s membership based on job, role, or organizational assignments, from “identity groups,” which refer to a person’s membership based on demographic attributes (e.g., Asian Americans are members of
the Asian American identity group by virtue of their race).
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Why are Norms Important in Groups, and in Diverse Groups in Particular?
Norms are ubiquitous in social life; they offer a means for expressing and
codifying a group’s shared values, they provide identity for group members,
and ultimately, they help people interpret and predict their own and others’
behavior (e.g., Bettenhausen & Murnighan, 1991; Feldman, 1984). Norms can
be descriptive or prescriptive (Prentice & Miller, 1996). Descriptive norms
reflect members’ actual behavior and attitudes and are an informational
source of social influence. Prescriptive norms reflect the attitudes and behaviors that the group desires or expected behaviors that are sanctioned by the
larger relevant system (e.g., the group, organization, or society) with a specific
“ought” or “must” quality. Prescriptive norms act as a normative source of
social influence (Birenbaum & Sagarin, 1976; Cialdini, Kallgren, & Reno,
1991; Sherif, 1936). Thus, group norms are shared definitions of the way
people do, or should, behave (Miller, Monin, & Prentice, 2000).
Ample research has demonstrated that demographically diverse groups
experience different psychological conditions than do homogeneous groups;
in particular, members trust each other less, are less motivated to identify with
the group, and are more distracted (e.g., Bell, 2007; Chatman & O’Reilly, 2004;
Kearney, Gebert, & Voelpel, 2009; Van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007).
These negative outcomes may result from of a lack of strong norms that could
ease interaction and help the group accomplish its goals (Crandall et al., 2002).
Norm Strength in Diverse Work Groups
A single norm rarely, if ever, exists in isolation. Instead, behavior in groups
and organizations reflects a profile of norms that can be arrayed relative to
one another according to their importance or prevalence within the group
(e.g., O’Reilly, Chatman, & Caldwell, 1991; Schein, 1988). In some cases,
groups only pay lip service to “vacuous” norms that are easy to agree with but
lack intensity (e.g., Cha & Edmondson; 2006). For example the U.S. Department of Motor Vehicles claims that customers are its “highest priority” but
customers think otherwise (“Complaints about the DMV,” 2007). A group’s
strongest norms are those that members both agree about and hold intensely
(Jackson, 1965; O’Reilly, 1989). Strong norms possess both descriptive and
injunctive properties such that members can observe one another upholding
them and are willing to sanction others for failing to comply (O’Reilly &
Chatman, 1996). For example, secrecy is so important at Apple that employees
who leak information to the outside world are tracked down and fired (Stone
& Vance, 2009).
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Norms are not as straightforward or apparent as formal rules; they are typically more nuanced and often emergent (Chatman & Flynn, 2001). Nevertheless, norms generate detectable and enduring cues and offer a variety of
efficiencies for group members. Norms typically form around behaviors that
are significant to the group such as its stance on risk taking or cooperation
(e.g., Cohen, Ledford, & Spreitzer, 1996; Feldman, 1984; Levine, Higgins, &
Choi, 2000). This helps people solicit and attend to information about which
behaviors are more or less likely to be valued or useful within the group (e.g.,
Ashford & Northcraft, 1992). Strong norms can increase a group’s reliance on
task related routines to promote efficiency, freeing members to concentrate
on non-routine challenges (e.g., Hackman & Gersick, 1990; Hackman &
Wageman, 2005).
Strong norms can also smooth social interaction since norm agreement
and intensity, even on issues that are trivial or unrelated to the group’s purpose such as shared views about which restaurants are good, may serve to
enhance group cohesion and identification, while low levels of agreement
even on insignificant issues may reduce a group’s felt cohesion (e.g., Janis &
Mann, 1977; Phillips et al., 2009). The existence of strong group norms and
their predictable enforcement, therefore, increase a group’s felt distinctiveness
and longevity (e.g., Axelrod, 1984; Rucker, Polifroni, Tetlock, & Scott, 2004).
Below I discuss how members’ identification with the group, based both on
category salience as well as the range of behavior associated with various
norms, determines how extensively people adhere to and internalize a group’s
norms.
The Influence of Self Categorization on Norm Strength in Diverse Work Groups
People define their self-concept in terms of their memberships in various
social groups. Different aspects of a person’s self-concept may become salient
in response to the distribution of characteristics of others who are present in
a situation (Markus & Cross, 1990). A salient social category is defined as
one that functions psychologically to influence a person’s perception and
behavior and how others treat the focal individual (Turner, Hogg, Oakes,
Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987). Higher similarity among members, which
initially is determined by visible and immutable similarities like race and sex,
makes in-group membership more salient (Fiske, 2000). Once people have
defined themselves as an in-group member, they are more likely to cooperate
with in-group members and compete against out-group members (Brewer,
1979).
Though a person’s sex and race may have some relevance for their
potential work contributions, other characteristics—such as their education,
functional background, and past work experience—likely have more bearing
on the group’s work by virtue of their relevance in a work context. But,
according to expectations states theory (Berger, Fisek, Norman, & Zelditch,
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1977; Ridgeway, 1991) immutable characteristics such as sex and race become
associated with perceptions of work-related competence when status beliefs
associated with these characteristics are imported from the broader societal
context and are “structurally reproduced” in the group. As a result, certain
identity groups within society—such as racial minorities and women—are
traditionally treated as lower status at work (Alderfer & Thomas, 1989). When
these status beliefs are legitimated by members of the work group they bias
interpersonal expectations and interactions at work such that higher status
group members are favored (Nishii & Mayer, 2009). Discounting people’s
capabilities based on identity category membership both reduces productivity
but also impairs personal well-being (e.g., Ruggiero & Taylor, 1997; Steele,
1997).
Demographically different members come to the work group with
variations in social category memberships which are reinforced by work
experiences that correspond to those categories (e.g., Wharton & Baron,
1987). Thus, a central challenge for diverse work groups is to ensure that
identity group memberships are at once validated but also do not constrain
members from developing a salient work group identity. This is a concern
because functional antagonism exists between the salience of different
categories such that when demographic categories are salient, work group
membership as a social category is not and vice versa (Chatman, Polzer,
Barsade, & Neale, 1998). Further, diverse work groups develop more individualistic than cooperative norms, limiting interaction and perceptions of
shared group goals (Chatman & Flynn, 2001). In sum, members are less likely
to adhere to and enforce norms in diverse work groups limiting the strength
of the shared norms that can develop because of the salience of identity group
membership.
How Majority and Minority Responses to Diversity Influence Norm Strength
in Diverse Work Groups
The discussion above suggests that diversity reduces members’ willingness to
agree with and enforce work group norms because of different category
memberships. Norm strength may also be influenced by the perceptions of
and actual behavioral range associated with various norms in diverse groups.
Some norms are inherently identifiable because the range of behaviors associated with them is small and unambiguous. Returning to the example of
secrecy norms at Apple, behavioral manifestations are consistent, comprehensive, and unambiguous: Employees are required to go through a maze of security doors, each of which requires them to swipe their badges until they finally
enter a numeric code to reach their own office. Workspaces are monitored
with security cameras and employees working in the most critical producttesting rooms are required to cover up devices with black cloaks when working on them—and to turn on a red warning light when devices are unmasked
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so that everyone knows to be extra-careful. Further, Apple’s CEO, Steve Jobs,
exudes secrecy, even risking violating SEC disclosure rules by withholding
information about serious personal health issues (Stone & Vance, 2009, p. B1).
The importance of secrecy at Apple would be hard for anyone, inside or
outside the company, to misunderstand.
But other norms are harder to detect because their corresponding
behaviors are more divergent. For example, adopting the norm to “agree to
disagree” (Flynn & Chatman, 2001) would result in apparently divergent and
individualistic behavior among members of the group. An example is the wellknown “constructive confrontation” norms at Intel which foster what founder
and former CEO Andy Grove called “ferocious arguing and disagreement
about ideas in the pursuit of new knowledge” (“Inside Intel,” 2006). In this
case, the norm to which members conform gives rise to highly variant, nonuniform behavior, making it more difficult to determine whether members
actually have an agreed-upon norm to disagree, or whether they just simply
disagree. As a result, observers could interpret the behavioral variation associated with this norm as a sign of weaker group norms.
A second reason why norms may be hard to detect is that they apply
differently to different identity groups. Norms pertaining to how people
should dress at work, for instance, are significantly more complicated for
women than for men (Rafaeli, Dutton, Harquail, & Mackie-Lewis, 1997). As
such, norms are often misunderstood and misinterpreted (Earley & Gibson,
2002) especially by newcomers and outsiders (e.g., Cable, Aiman-Smith,
Mulvey, & Edwards, 2000; Morrison, 1994), and most relevant for this paper,
among members of demographically diverse work groups.
Interacting with people from different social categories can be ambiguous
and cause uncertainty and anxiety (e.g., Brewer & Miller, 1984; Plant &
Devine, 2003; Richeson & Shelton, 2007). Indeed, social fear appears to be a
primary mechanism driving people’s propensity to develop identity group
stereotypes (Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2005). One way that people have
dealt with this uncertainty is by inhibiting certain behaviors. Though both
majority and minority identity group members feel inhibited when faced
with diversity, they withhold different behaviors. I discuss these differences,
which underscore the ways in which social interaction is complicated by the
varying expectations and responses among members of diverse work groups,
below.
Majority group’s response to work group diversity. When faced with
diversity, members of the dominant identity group (e.g., Whites or men in
the U.S.) worry primarily that they will say or do something inappropriate
and appear socially incompetent and prejudiced (Crandall & Eshleman,
2003). Indeed, to avoid this problem they often try to appear color- or
gender-blind, using the logic that if one appears not to notice race or sex
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then one cannot possibly be prejudiced (Norton, Sommers, Apfelbaum,
Pura, & Ariely, 2006).
Researchers have investigated colorblind behavior, which involves
avoiding talking about race or even acknowledging racial differences when
they are salient (Norton et al., 2006). In one study, Whites were more likely to
avoid using race as a descriptor when paired with a Black partner than with a
White partner to complete a matching task that required people to describe a
person in a photograph, even when doing so would have allowed them to
complete the task more quickly and accurately (Norton et al., 2006). In
addition, when White subjects avoided mentioning race, their Black interaction partners perceived them as less friendly, leading demographically
different partners to perform poorly on dyadic tasks (Apfelbaum, Sommers, &
Norton, 2008). In perhaps the most vivid manifestation of the anxiety of
appearing racist, White subjects who expected to discuss a racially contentious
topic with Black partners arranged their chairs further apart, literally distancing themselves from their expected discussion partner (Goff, Steele, & Davies,
2008).
Other research has shown that the effort majority members undertake to
appear unprejudiced can affect their task performance by increasing their
cognitive load (Muraven & Baumeister, 2000; Richeson & Trawalter, 2005).
King, Kaplan, and Zaccaro (2008) found that worrying about appearing
prejudiced to others constitutes a significant distraction. They describe a
three-part process for how a team’s diversity influences its effectiveness
through meta-perceptions, or people’s perceptions about others’ perceptions
of them. The first part of the process is that people are pre-occupied with
monitoring their own behavior to avoid appearing prejudiced. A second is
that the focal individual scrutinizes others’ behaviors, using them as reference
points to detect his or her own prejudice. Finally, the focal individual monitors his or her own behavior to avoid conforming to negative stereotypes of
the demographic groups he or she represents. The net effect of all of this mental work, of course, is that valuable cognitive effort that could otherwise be
devoted to satisfying interactions and to accomplishing the task at-hand is
instead devoted to these complicated interpersonal considerations that often
preclude improved interaction with diverse others over time.
Minority group response to diverse work groups. The
strategies
that
minority identity groups use to respond to diversity are distinct from those
used by majority group members. Before discussing the effects of group
members’ behaviors within diverse groups, two observations about the vast
psychological research in this domain are worth noting. First, significantly
more research has focused on the impact of prejudice toward minority group
members, not on their response to diversity (e.g., Kawakami, Dunn, Karmali,
& Dovidio, 2009; Swim, Aikin, Hall, & Hunter, 1995). Second, significantly
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more research focuses on how majority, rather than minority, identity group
members respond to diversity (see Roberson, Deitch, Brief, & Block, 2003, for
a notable exception). This is ironic given the relative regularity with which
minority identity group members confront diversity.
Notwithstanding these limitations, there may be clues from recent research
showing that members of minority races experience attributional ambiguity
and are resistant even to positive feedback when they know that an evaluator
has knowledge of their race. Specifically, racial minorities who did not believe
that their race was valued by majority-race professors and teaching assistants
were less likely to accept academic feedback as legitimate, regardless of
whether it was negative or positive (Mendoza-Denton, Goldman-Flythe,
Pietrzak, Downey, & Aceves, in press). Minority identity group members are
also more resistant to the inter-group bias-reducing effects of contact with
people from different races (Tropp & Pettigrew, 2005). This suggests that
minority members question the authenticity of majority group members’
behaviors toward them and implies that it may take extensive exposure to
different others, or similar others in high status positions, offering valid
positive feedback before minority identity group members will trust such
feedback.
Other researchers have suggested that diversity distinctly inhibits members
of underrepresented identity groups. Under such conditions, minorities feel
apprehensive about discussing their concerns about fairness, which can breed
misunderstanding and mistrust within groups and organizations (Ely,
Meyerson, & Davidson, 2006). Likewise, minority group members who interact with majority group members worry that they will be rejected (Shelton,
2003) and perceived by both majority and minority identity group members
in negatively stereotypical ways (Major & O’Brien, 2005), contributing to a
sense of uncertainty about how to behave in such situations.
Minority group members may also resist acknowledging discrimination
against them. For example, Ruggiero and Taylor (1997) found that women,
Asians, and Blacks minimized discrimination as a possible interpretation of
their own poor performance and instead attributed the cause of poor performance to themselves. While this strategy served to protect their self-esteem by
maintaining a sense of control over their performance, it also obscured the
actual source of poor performance. This can hinder a person’s ability to
improve performance over time, which in some cases may require taking steps
to increase the accuracy of their colleagues’ perceptions of them rather than
changing their approach to tasks.
Members of minority identity groups are also more likely to experience
stereotype threats that reduce their performance. When stereotypes about
people’s identity group indict an important ability, they worry about fulfilling
the stereotype in situations where that ability can be judged, which in turn
causes their performance to decline (Spencer, Steele, & Quinn, 1999).
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Whether it is women who are equivalently capable to men on math test
performance, highly educated African Americans taking standardized tests, or
African American professionals at work, the threat of confirming a widely
existing stereotype interferes with performance and feedback seeking
(Roberson et al., 2003; Steele, 1997; Steele & Aronson, 1995; Spencer et al.,
1999).
Thus, within diverse work groups, majority and minority identity group
members will enact norms differently by responding to identity-based
demands that apply differently to different identity groups. A further complication is that even similar behaviors will be viewed differently depending on
who enacts them (e.g., Briton & Hall, 1995; Hess, Blairy, & Kleck, 2000). These
sources of ambiguity about the interpretation of behavior within diverse work
groups can lead members who are unfamiliar with the group’s norms or entire
groups that are unfamiliar with one other to be even more uncertain about
which norms are in effect (e.g., Eagly, Johannesen-Schmidt, & van Engen,
2003; Eagly & Mladinic, 1989; Ehrhart & Naumann, 2004; Mendoza-Denton
et al., in press; Rudman & Phelan, 2008).
Summary: Diverse Work Groups Are Less Likely to Form and Adhere to Strong Work
Group Norms
Taken together, the research discussed above suggests that members are less
likely to identify with a diverse work group than with a homogeneous work
group (Van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2006) and ultimately, less likely to
form strong norms or adhere to them (e.g., Cooper, Kelly, & Weaver, 2001;
Hogg & Terry, 2000). One implication, then, is that greater work group diversity may result in fewer norms and fewer strong norms within a particular
work group. Further, compared to members of demographically homogeneous work groups, members of diverse work groups will likely express lower
levels of intensity; that is, less willingness to sanction other members for
failing to uphold group norms.
Beyond the effects of norms on members of diverse groups, research also
implies that norms may vary in their signaling clarity depending on a group’s
composition. Thus, given a norm’s similar range of behavioral manifestations,
members of demographically diverse work groups may view the norm as less
agreed upon and less strongly held than will members of homogenous groups.
And finally, because of the differences in how people from different identity
groups are affected by diversity, the same norm may have a larger number of
behavioral manifestations in demographically diverse than in homogeneous
work groups.
Ultimately, the discussion above suggests that diverse groups experience
obstacles in defining, articulating, and codifying strong norms. Though some
might argue that norms constrain rather than enable effective interaction (e.g.,
Goncalo & Staw, 2006), the picture that emerges from relevant research
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implies that diverse work groups suffer from a lack of cohesion based on a lack
of strong norms. But it may matter a lot which norms become strong in
diverse work groups. Therefore, in the next section I suggest that two types of
norms—those that inhibit bias and those that promote openness—are particularly likely to enable smoother social interaction and better performance
within diverse work groups.
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Norm Content in Diverse Work Groups
A norm’s content consists of the specific shared attitudes and expected
behaviors that are characteristic of and enacted in a group (e.g., Flynn &
Chatman, 2003). People have two primary concerns, about security and
nurturance, which reflect their predominant approach to self-regulation and
achieving desired end-states (Higgins, 1997). Though pervasive across
settings, recent research suggests that these two motivational concerns are
particularly activated in the context of group diversity (Kark & Van Dijk,
2007; Shah, Brazy, & Higgins, 2003; Pierro, Cicero, & Higgins, 2009). Security
needs, which are most salient when people perceive uncertainty or threat,
trigger a prevention focus leading to avoidant behavior and agitation, anxiety,
and sensitivity to negative outcomes (Forster, Grant, Idson, & Higgins, 2001).
In contrast, nurturance needs trigger a promotion focus and activate cheerful
approach-related behavior and heightened receptivity to positive outcomes
(Brendl, Higgins, & Lemm, 1995).
I focus on two norms that are well-suited to these motivational concerns in
diverse groups. First, I consider research on anti-bias norms, which incite a
prevention focus involving inhibition or avoidance of behaviors. Anti-bias
norms may satisfy security needs by making interactions safer and more predictable. Then I examine research on a set of norms that incite a promotion or
approach focus. These can broadly be categorized as norms pertaining to
openness—to learning about and appreciating demographically different
others. Openness norms may satisfy nurturance needs by enabling members
of different identity groups to decategorize different others and appreciate
their individuated contributions.
The Influence of Societal Level Anti-Bias Norms on Diverse Work Groups
Membership in diverse work groups is complicated by pervasive societal
norms that favor appearing unprejudiced (e.g., Paluck & Green, 2009). Antibias norms are defined as those that compel people to avoid words and actions
that might be offensive to other demographic groups. These norms represent
attempts to reduce prejudice, or the negative evaluation of a group or of an
individual on the basis of their identity group membership (e.g., Crandall
et al., 2002). But some have argued that articulating and imposing anti-bias
norms risks inciting closed-mindedness (Bloom, 1987), repression (Finn,
1986; Ravitch, 2003), and Orwellian-like attempts at thought control (Kors &
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Silvergate, 1998). This perspective suggests that the potential benefits of
strengthening anti-bias norms may come at a significant cost and should be
avoided, especially within work groups that require an open-minded exchange
of ideas.
Though many have argued that the broad normative climate has turned
against racial prejudice (Dovidio & Gaertner, 1986; Rokeach & Ball-Rokeach,
1989), some question the extent to which measured decreases in expressions
of prejudice reflect genuine changes in attitude or rather, whether they simply
reflect people’s willingness to conform to but not internalize anti-bias norms
(e.g., Crandall et al., 2002). For example, in addition to the lack of clarity
caused by multiple behavioral responses to diversity across members of
different identity groups, as discussed in the prior section, people are internally inconsistent in their anti-bias behavior. Monin and Miller (2001)
showed that once people behave in a way that confirms an anti-bias stance
(disagreeing with blatantly sexist comments) they feel licensed to make subsequently biased hiring decisions (favoring a male candidate for a stereotypically
male job).
Other research shows that new forms of more nuanced racism and sexism
have emerged. “Modern” racists and sexists both act on their prejudices in
particular organizational and social climates (e.g., Brief, Dietz, Cohen, Pugh,
& Vaslow, 2000) and are, paradoxically, able to distance themselves from such
labels and behavior (Sommers & Norton, 2006). For example, when no justification was given for favoring White applicants over non-Whites, there was no
difference among prejudiced and unprejudiced White subjects’ choice. But,
when given a justification for discriminating between candidates based on
race, prejudiced subjects were significantly more likely to choose the White
candidate than were their unprejudiced counterparts (Brief et al., 2000).
Similarly, Norton, Vandello, and Darley (2004) showed that men engaged in
moral casuistry, justifying in-group hiring decisions by inflating the importance of whatever other attribute favored the male over the female candidate
(e.g., experience or education).
In contrast, people’s concern about appearing unprejudiced can also lead
to less biased positions. Sommers (2008) found that White jurors who knew
that they would be serving on a jury with Black jurors (as opposed to other
Whites) were less likely to believe that Black defendants were guilty—even
before they began deliberating with the jury. Those who anticipated their
interaction with Blacks were also more vigilant, making sure that they were
well prepared and had developed justifiable positions. Further, members of
racially diverse juries perceived that their jury group represented a broader
range of opinions and perspectives than did members of homogeneous juries
even if, in objective terms, the range was the same (Sommers, 2008). These
findings complement the main findings of the well-known minority influence
literature (e.g., Moscovici, 1994) showing that minority members significantly
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influence group members’ positions. Sommers (2008) offers, perhaps, a more
precise demonstration of the underlying mechanism by which this influence
occurs—through increased vigilance in anticipation of defending one’s
position to different others with relevant task experience.
Despite the widespread value of being unprejudiced and attempts to
develop norms that discourage prejudice (Ely et al., 2006; Paluck & Green,
2009; Rynes & Rosen, 1995) and encourage people to use politically correct
language in public discourse and everyday conversation (Lakoff, 2001), we
know relatively little about how people might respond to explicit instructions
or appeals to avoid being biased, especially in work groups. A recent laboratory experiment showed that individuals who were high in social dominance
were less likely to make racially biased section decisions when they were
instructed to use job performance indicators as an explicit criterion in their
decision (Umphress, Simmons, Boswell, & Triana, 2008). While lacking a test
of this in a group context, this suggests that explicitness may help reduce
rather than increase threats to members’ desire for interpersonal security
within the group. Taken together, this research suggests that majority members lack consistency with regard to their adherence to anti-bias norms, and as
a result such norms penetrate diverse work groups unevenly just as they do in
society (e.g., Ridgeway, 1991).
The Effects of Anti-Bias Norms Generated in Diverse Work Groups
One recent study revealed intriguing results about the benefits of explicitly
strong anti-bias norms in diverse work groups. Goncalo, Chatman, Deguid,
and Kennedy (2010) found that one anti-bias norm, political correctness,
which focuses on sensitivity to different others in language use, actually
facilitated the free exchange of ideas in diverse (mixed sex) work groups by
reducing the uncertainty that arose during work interactions between men
and women. Goncalo and his colleagues (2010) also found that politically
correct norms had different effects on solo versus majority members of the
group. Members who were in the demographic minority (e.g., one woman in a
group of men or one man in a group of women) shared significantly more
ideas within their group when political correctness norms were made explicit
and salient. And, minority idea sharing mediated the relationship such that
the influence of political correctness norms on performance in mixed sex
groups diminished when minority idea sharing was considered.
Why might greater certainty about the group’s position on anti-bias norms
improve performance in diverse groups? At the most superficial level, making
political correctness a strong norm in diverse groups provides a shared
guideline or source of bonding for members. Groups often attempt to socialize new members with early bonding experiences that are not task relevant, as
in popular outdoor courses aimed at establishing interpersonal trust (e.g.,
Wagner, Baldwin, & Roland, 1991). The goal of these experiences is to
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establish a shared identity among group members quickly (e.g., Saks &
Ashforth, 1997).
But, if adopting a shared norm regardless of its content were all that mattered, adopting any strong norm would be useful for diverse groups. Thus,
Goncalo and his colleagues (2010) also assessed the impact of the content of
the norm by randomly assigning subjects in mixed sex groups to conditions
that either highlighted the norm to be polite or the norm to be politically correct. Results showed that only those groups in the politically correct condition
showed a performance improvement. This suggests that it is the combination
of the norm’s strength (uniformly salient) and content (relevant to the group)
that regulates behavior in diverse groups.
Interestingly, the anti-bias norm of political correctness was not beneficial
for all types of groups. Indeed, Goncalo et al. (2010) found that same sex
(homogeneous) groups exposed to the political correctness norm performed
significantly worse than homogeneous groups exposed to no norm (control)
or to diverse groups exposed to the political correctness norm. Since the pressure to insure unbiased behavior is so often associated with interactions
between demographically different people (Lakoff, 2001; Talbot, 2008) the
salience of political correctness in a homogenous group may be distracting
and heighten uncertainty about how to appropriately direct their effort to be
sensitive. In addition, people use surface-level similarities to guide assumptions about deep level characteristics such as shared norms and values (e.g.,
Fiske, 1998), which is why disagreements with similar others trigger more surprise and irritation than do disagreements with dissimilar others, with whom
differences of opinion are expected (Phillips, 2003). The assumption of deeplevel similarity in homogenous groups may lead people to believe that they
can speak freely because they are among like-minded others. The imposition
of a political correctness norm in that context violates such expectations and
the resulting uncertainty may stifle the free exchange of ideas (Camacho &
Paulus, 1995).
Further, members of both majority and minority member’s identity groups
may benefit from clear norms (Barreto & Ellemers, 2005; Operario & Fiske,
2001). Making anti-bias norms salient at the work group level helps majority
members since they know that the group expects them to avoid words and
behaviors that may be offensive. This reduces the need to continuously
evaluate whether such efforts are appropriate and the corresponding cognitive
load that detracts from smooth interaction and task performance (Richeson
& Trawalter, 2005). Further, if majority group members have the opportunity
to agree with and support a norm for political correctness, their concerns
that minority group members will think they are prejudiced might be alleviated (Monin & Miller, 2001). Minority identity group members may also
anticipate with certainty that the majority will make an effort to avoid offensive words or actions. They will, as a result, experience less anxiety during
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contact with demographically different group members and be less inhibited
about participating in the group’s work (Blascovich, Mendes, Hunter, Lickel,
& Kowai-Bell, 2001). Moreover, though the effort to censor references to
demographic differences may cause the majority to appear cold and aloof
(Norton et al., 2006) this may not be the conclusion minority members draw
if their behavior can, instead, be attributed to a strong group norm (Weiner,
1985).
The net result of agreeing to uphold anti-bias norms might be that all the
members of demographically diverse groups will be less distracted by the
uncertainty in the social context and, as a result, more able to focus on the task
(e.g., Johns, Inzlicht, & Schmader, 2008). Further, since people desire certainty, subsequent interactions with fellow group members may be imbued
with positive affect (Lawler, 1992) and signal to individual members that the
group provides a context that is predictable enough to risk the expression of
novel solutions (Schwarz & Clore, 2003; Edmondson, 1999).
One question is whether political correctness as a norm operates like other
anti-bias norms. Recent research shows that when the anti-bias norm of egalitarianism is made salient, even by simply asking people to read a paragraph
advocating egalitarianism in society, they are less likely to express biased attitudes toward people of other races (Galliot, Stillman, Schmeichel, Maner, &
Plant, 2008). Still, further research assessing the extent to which a wider array
of anti-bias norms has the same impact in diverse work groups would be useful. And, a fuller assessment of this relationship would include a longitudinal
assessment of the strength of norms in terms of true agreement and intensity,
that which generates consistent behavior and peer enforcement of anti-bias
behavior in actual work groups.
Summary: The Value of Establishing Anti-Bias Norms in Diverse Work Groups
This discussion raises a number of implications. First, it is likely that anti-bias
norms will be structurally reproduced in diverse work groups because of their
relevance and the paucity of common norms on which diverse members
cohere (Levina & Orlikowski, 2009). Second, members of different identity
groups will internalize and manifest these norms differently because of their
specific experiences and identity group orientation (Mendoza-Denton et al.,
in press). Left in an ambiguous state, this internal variance in behavioral
manifestations of anti-bias norms may hinder the group’s ability to effectively
leverage diversity. Paradoxically then, strengthening anti-bias norms within
the work group can reduce uncertainty and improve performance on certain
tasks—those requiring preparation and judgments of different others
(Sommers, 2008) and creativity (Goncalo et al., 2010)—suggesting that developing members’ agreement and intensity about anti-bias norms, which inhibit
the expression of prejudice in demographically diverse work groups, may
improve performance and members’ identification with the group.
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It is also possible that diverse groups benefit from strong anti-bias norms
early in their development and may not benefit from emphasizing them as
strongly over time. This would be the case if strong norms incited normative
commitment, or value congruence, among members (e.g., O’Reilly &
Chatman, 1996). When members have internalized a work group’s norms,
they adhere to those norms without the sustained oversight of the group.
Diverse groups that develop normative commitment among members may
not need to continue to emphasize anti-bias norms over time, a boundary
condition for anti-bias norms. Of course it is possible that the conditions that
enable value congruence to emerge also preclude prejudice. Either way, value
congruence and prejudice may be incompatible such that diverse groups in
which members express higher normative commitment to the group will
benefit less from strong anti-bias norms than will diverse work groups that
have developed less normative commitment.
Promoting Openness and Positive Interaction in Diverse Work Groups
In the section above I suggested that, rather than engaging in color- or genderblind strategies, members of diverse work groups would be better served by
simply acknowledging sex and race differences when they are relevant.
Because of the inhibitory and potentially negative connotation of anti-bias
norms, there may be alternative, approach oriented behaviors that provide a
more palatable pathway for effectiveness in diverse work groups. Thus,
another option is for group members to engage in affiliative behaviors to
communicate positive inter-category intentions and focus on people’s accomplishments (Shelton & Richeson, 2006). Even if diverse work groups develop
agreement and intensity among members about anti-bias norms, members
would rather identify with a work group based on having their own
nurturance needs satisfied rather than on inhibiting behavior to manage their
differences (e.g., Turner, Oakes, Haslam, & McGarty, 1994). It is also possible
that when group members inhibit certain behaviors (e.g., prejudice) they may
clear a path for expressing behaviors that promote effective interaction (e.g.,
creative problem solving).
Evidence for the value of these enhancing behaviors arises from recent
research on individual differences and behaviors in diverse groups. Though
this work has not focused on norms per se, individual differences and behaviors are the building blocks for norm emergence (e.g., Chatman & Flynn,
2001), and so considering these links may be useful in developing a comprehensive theory of norms in diverse groups. Norms also offer an additional
route for improving interaction within diverse groups since addressing the
challenges of diverse work groups through individual differences restricts
solutions to the original selection of specific members. A normative solution,
in contrast, implies that a group can be socialized to adopt norms that
enhance its effectiveness (e.g., Hackman & Wageman, 2005).
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Research has shown that contact with members of different identity groups
is useful (e.g., Pettigrew, 1998; Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006), but not always sufficient to overturn existing stereotypes in diverse work groups (e.g., Chatman &
Flynn, 2001). Indeed, contact can, in some cases, cause greater dysfunctions in
diverse groups by spreading negative emotion and behavior (e.g., Glomb &
Liao, 2003). Thus, sustained identification may require diverse groups to
develop norms that allow members who are unfamiliar with one another’s
capabilities to update their judgments, in effect, decategorizing different others so that inaccurate stereotypes are corrected (Flynn et al., 2001; Gartner
et al., 2000).
Decategorization is the process of surfacing personalized self-revealing
information to enable people to get to know one another. Decategorizing people dislodges intergroup bias among identity groups (e.g., Gaertner &
Dovidio, 2000; Pettigrew, 1998). Prior research has addressed how perceptions of others evolve over time from surface level to deeper value based differences (e.g., Harrison et al., 1998), though explicit links to behavioral norms
have not been made. Below I highlight individual differences and behaviors
that may promote members’ ability to accurately judge one another in nonstereotypic ways, and in so doing, contribute to the emergence of openness
norms in diverse work groups.
Self -Verification, Positive Deferrals, Openness, and Entity Theories of Intelligence
Self-verification. One of the most direct ways of decategorizing people is
by engaging in self-verifying activities when a group is convened. Cultivating
norms supporting interpersonal congruence reduces members’ reliance on
inaccurate stereotyped perceptions. Self-verification describes the process by
which people “seek and attain confirmation of their self-views” (Swann,
Polzer, Seyle, & Ko, 2004, p. 10) and may have confidence-building effects on
members of diverse groups. In particular, groups that embrace norms
supporting the identity negotiations that lead to greater interpersonal congruence, or alignment between self views and appraisals by others, will replace
stereotyped labels based on simple demographic attributes (Polzer, Milton, &
Swann, 2002). In such groups, members will know that their colleagues have a
more accurate picture of who they are. Thus, groups that cultivate members’
willingness to engage in task relevant self-disclosure and to attend to others’
self-disclosures should also enable people to predict and appreciate one
another’s contributions to the group.
Positive deferrals. A second approach may be to offer people positive
attention for valued contributions to the group. Though seemingly straightforward, this may be hard to accomplish since positive deferrals are more
likely to emerge in response to people whose identity group is consistent with
the task at hand. In one study, numeric distinctiveness (e.g., being a solo
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woman in a group of men) interacted with the sex typicality of the task (e.g.,
men working on math tasks is more typical than women working on math
tasks) to influence individual and group behavior (Chatman, Boisnier,
Spataro, Anderson, & Berdahl, 2008). But, rather than consistently reducing
performance, as prior research had suggested, being numerically atypical
enhanced individual and group performance when the task was typical for that
person’s sex. The key behavioral mechanism for these findings was the extent
to which group members positively deferred to the “unique expert,” the solo
woman in the group working on verbal problems or the solo man working on
math problems. Positive deferrals are statements by one or more members
that explicitly highlight another member’s relative expertise or invite him to
offer his view in the group setting.
Conversely, when a person’s sex was atypical for the task and she was the
solo member of her sex, the group extended significantly fewer positive
deferrals both to the solo as well as to other members of the group
(Chatman et al., 2008). It is worth noting that these differences emerged
above-and-beyond the solo member’s actual expertise on the task. Indeed,
some participating females were unequivocal math experts (e.g., math
majors) and yet, when placed in groups that were numerically dominated by
male subjects, they were viewed by the group as being less capable, even by
those male subjects who were not themselves math experts. It is easy, then,
to see why atypical solos’ performance declined from their actual level of
capability, which had been assessed on the same task but privately before
they joined the group. Thus, minority status can boost perceived and actual
individual and group performance when the person’s sex is stereotypically
congruent with the task but impairs performance when the solo is from an
identity group that is atypical for the task, regardless of their underlying
capability.
From the perspective of norms, however, the solo typical members
received the majority of positive deferrals, and positive deferrals partially
mediated the relationship between solo status/typicality and individual performance. More importantly, groups with solo typical members also performed better and this relationship was mediated by positive deferrals. This
suggests that composition and behaviors interact to create norms that influence performance. In this case, larger differences in expertise and matching
expertise with category congruent roles increased a group’s performance by
affecting member’s expectations of who would help the group most. For
majority members, the relative perceived expertise of the stereotypically congruent solo member led to deferential behavior, instilling confidence among
members in the numerical minority and enabling him or her to increase their
contribution to the group. Conversely, groups in which the solo member was
atypical for the task dragged the group down and prevented the group from
developing a behavioral norm to express appreciation for one another, as
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evidenced by the lower mean number of positive deferrals in these groups
compared to those with unique experts.
This research shows that, absent significant interventions, stereotypes
based on readily apparent demographic attributes are likely to endure, despite
emerging expertise among members of atypical identity groups. In Chatman
et al.’s (2008) study, individuals’ expertise was judged by the group according
to stereotypes about men and women’s expertise on math and verbal problems, respectively, rather than on each members’ actual expertise which, in
some cases, was considerable. Taken to the logical extreme, this suggests that
a minority member would need to be perceived as the unique expert to be
allowed, and motivated, to contribute to a group. Thus, improving group performance in settings in which the group has many experts or solo members
whose demographic attributes are incongruent with the task may require substantial intervention. Future research might, therefore, examine group performance when members’ expertise is highlighted, by a credible leader for
example (e.g., Flynn et al., 2001; Nembhard & Edmondson, 2006), and then
imposing a norm for expressing appreciation for members’ expertise to see if
performance improves under such conditions.
Openness. Researchers have identified a variety of individual differences
that contribute to effective performance in diverse groups. In one study,
Homan et al. (2008) showed that groups in which members were more open
to experience performed better, arguing that openness to experience is correlated with openness to diversity. This makes sense since people who are more
open to experience are less likely to stereotype others whose race differs from
their own, and those who are high on openness are more willing to consider
stereotype-disconfirming information (Flynn, 2005). Similarly, Kearney and
his colleagues (2009) examined the need for cognition, an individual difference in people’s intrinsic motivation for and enjoyment of, effortful cognitive
activities (Cacioppo, Petty, Feinstein, & Jarvis, 1996). As predicted, they found
that demographically diverse groups were better able to use the task relevant
knowledge distributed among members when the average level of members’
need for cognition was higher.
Though these studies focused on individual differences, there may be
implications for group norms embedded within them. First, as is typical in
individual difference research applied to groups, both research teams asked
respondents to report on their attitudes and behaviors by replying to survey
questions (e.g., “I really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new solutions to problems.”). Second, Kearney and his colleagues (2009) assessed the
need for cognition among existing members of ongoing teams and Homan
and her colleagues (2008) studied MBAs from a single cohort at one business school. These study elements allow for the possibility that, in addition
to reporting their own individual attributes, respondents were also implicitly
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reporting on typical patterns of behavior within their team. In this way,
members who are high on openness may cause a norm of openness to
emerge in the group or they may perceive behaviors as conforming to such
a norm. Future research might assess the extent to which members’ individual differences on these dimensions leads to behaviors conducive to
openness to diversity and, ultimately, to group norms that support such
openness.
Lay theories of the malleability of intelligence. People’s theories about the
malleability of personal attributes likely influence their behavior in diverse
work groups as well. Dweck’s mindset theory distinguishes between people
who believe that knowledge and ability are fixed (entity theorists) and those
who believe that such attributes are malleable (incremental theorists) (e.g.,
Chiu, Hong, & Dweck, 1997; Plaks, Grant, & Dweck, 2005). As Murphy and
Dweck observe, “[P]eople find both entity and incremental views of intelligence plausible; however, they tend to personally endorse one theory more
chronically than the other” (2010, p. 284). At the individual level, research has
shown that people’s lay theories about intelligence influence their endorsement of and tendency to stereotype others (Levy, Stroessner, & Dweck, 1998;
Plaks, Stroessner, Dweck, & Sherman, 2001). In particular, people adopting a
fixed view of intelligence were more likely to make stereotypical trait judgments of other racial and occupational groups and formed more extreme
judgments of novel groups. Conversely, when people are told that intelligence
is malleable they are less prejudiced toward people who are different from
them (Crandall et al., 2002).
Though typically considered an individual difference (Dweck, 1988),
researchers have recently examined how lay theories of intelligence develop
within groups and organizations, or how they become normative. For example, even a minimal context consisting of reading an endorsement of either the
entity or incremental mindset, can influence a person’s implicit theory of
intelligence (Nussbaum & Dweck, 2008). This led Murphy and Dweck (2010)
to examine how lay theories of intelligence considered at the group level and
conceptualized as mindset norms, influence people’s understanding about
what the group values and, as a result, how they behave in relation to that
group. Specifically, subjects provided more information about their accomplishments when applying to the group that expressed fixed mindset norms
and more information about their motivation whey applying to the group
characterized by growth mindset norms. Perhaps most interestingly, the experience of applying to one type of group or the other had a lasting impact; it
influenced subjects’ subsequent choice of whom to hire into a totally unrelated
group, 30 minutes after the first study, such that subjects who had originally
applied to the groups with entity norms favored hiring the candidate who
displayed her accomplishments and those who had applied to the group with
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the incremental norm favored hiring the candidate who showed the
motivation to grow and learn.
This work provides additional evidence that a group’s norms influence
behavior even if a person did not begin as a particularly good fit with those
norms (Chatman, 1991). Further, those who join organizations that focus on
entity norms like “being the smartest one in the room” are more likely to
engage in extreme competitive behavior possibly leading to cheating and
misrepresentation while neglecting opportunities to learn (Murphy & Dweck,
2010). Such behaviors are clearly incompatible with those focused on deriving
value from a diverse group’s collective efforts. In contrast, organizations that
focus on incremental norms, such as fostering professional development, may
motivate people to pursue learning opportunities and may cause diverse work
groups to emphasize learning how to make the group work together as
effectively as possible.
Research has also shown that different solutions exist for reducing bias
across identity groups (e.g., Gaertner, Dovidio, Nier, Ward, & Banker, 1999)
and that building a common group identity within a demographically diverse
group helps the group optimize members’ collective efforts (e.g., Chatman
et al., 1998). Integrating these research streams leads to the possibility that
groups emphasizing different mindset norms may need to use different
approaches to reduce intra-group bias. For example, groups in which a fixed
mindset norm dominates may be more likely to categorize others. Therefore,
they may need to invoke norms that recategorize members from separate
identity groups into a superordinate group (e.g., Gaertner et al., 1999). In
contrast, groups with an incremental mindset norm might tend towards
decategorization anyway but benefit from mutual differentiation, which
emphasizes members’ mutual distinctiveness in the context of cooperative
interdependence.
Summary: The Value of Establishing Openness Norms in Diverse Work Groups
Drawing from a broad array of research domains, it appears as though norms
that promote openness to others and openness to ideas may enhance effective
interaction and performance in diverse work groups. In contrast to anti-bias
norms, which may be unevenly reproduced within diverse groups, openness
norms may be very unlikely to emerge in diverse groups without significant
intervention. Thus, more effort may be required to establish openness norms
than anti-bias norms. Certain individual differences, such as openness to
experience and cognition as well as an incremental mindset may set the stage
for behaviors associated with openness. Existing research suggests that
selecting members who exemplify these attributes will increase the chances
that such norms emerge. But, since traits in groups may not aggregate in a
linear fashion, future research should assess norms directly to determine
patterns of behavior that become normative. Indeed, one study found that the
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relationship between members’ individual status within the group, which was
based on their prior performance, and the group’s performance was curvilinear rather than linear such that above a certain average level, higher prior
performance (status) among members reduced rather than increased group
level performance (Groysberg, Polzer, & Elfenbein, in press).
A second general conclusion is that norms pertaining to openness—to
experience, cognition, learning, and growth—may enable less biased and
more satisfying interaction among members as well as better performance in
diverse work groups. The common findings across a set of studies indicate
that this is a dimension worthy of more explicit consideration and behavioral
definition. Taken together, this suggests that demographically diverse work
groups that promote positive deferrals, expressions of appreciation, and who
verify members’ self knowledge may perform more effectively than those who
do not. The review also suggests that demographically diverse work groups
composed of members who are higher on openness to diversity will be associated with stronger norms promoting behaviors associated with being open to
diverse colleagues. And finally, demographically diverse work groups that
develop norms that emphasize people’s potential for growth will perform
more effectively than those who emphasize an entity or fixed mindset.
Implications of Norms in Diverse Work Groups
Norms in work groups are complex, but are critical to understanding the
challenges faced by diverse groups. Because of the unfamiliarity people have
when grouped with demographically different others, norms—both their
content and strength—are harder for members to develop, detect, and understand. Thus, members of diverse work groups may be less able to use norms to
help them interpret and predict other’s behavior. Instead of being able to focus
completely on the task at hand, members of diverse groups instead deplete
their cognitive resources by trying to figure out how to behave appropriately.
Further, minority and majority identity group members feel more alienated in
diverse work groups. It is surprising that norms, which have enormous influence on behavior (e.g., Crandall et al., 2003), have not been used as a primary
lens for understanding and improving interaction among members of diverse
work groups.
In reviewing relevant research, two types of norms appear essential. Antibias norms could beneficially be made more, rather than less strong, to reduce
uncertainty and fill the norm void with one that is relevant to the process of
getting work done in diverse groups. This is a unique solution for diverse
groups; anti-bias norms will reduce uncertainty about which norms are strong
and offer relevant behaviors for the diverse context of the group. In contrast,
homogenous groups likely start with shared beliefs and expectations about
numerous task-related and incidental issues and therefore, are burdened
when anti-bias norms are made salient. The differences in how diverse and
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homogeneous groups react to the imposition of anti-bias norms suggests that
organizations may want to be judicious in over-applying these norms when
members are demographically similar or already identify with their work
group.
The review of recent research conducted here suggests that anti-bias
norms, which are inhibitory in nature, may be effectively complemented by
promotion focused norms that enable diverse members to decategorize one
another and strip away stereotypes. Future research might further investigate
the specific complementarities among these two types of norms in diverse
work groups but also, more generally between prevention and promotion
focused behaviors at the group level. The specific promotion behaviors
identified from a survey of recent research include openness to cognitive
effort and experience, a growth mindset, positive deferrals, norms that promote member’s ability to verify one another based on how they see themselves. Unfortunately for diverse groups, these norms are not likely to develop
naturally; instead, diverse groups have been characterized by mistrust, discomfort, and individualistic behavior. Thus, a central problem for diverse
groups is that the norms needed to optimize performance are not the ones
that will likely emerge naturally. Researchers and managers alike have underestimated the extent of intentional intervention required for diverse groups to
be effective, which may also explain why the benefits of diverse work groups
have been so slow to materialize. The goal of this paper has been to identify
the strength and content requirements of norms that might be particularly
useful for diverse groups. Implementing these norms remains a challenge, one
that should be vigorously pursued in future research.
Limitations
This paper offered, of course, a limited analysis. Among these limits is a lack
of differentiation among specific demographic attributes and a somewhat
narrow focus on sex and race differences, which are clearly important but not
the only relevant demographic differences affecting work groups (e.g., Pfeffer,
1983). Research has shown that different types of diversity in teams influences
information use, performance, and other important outcomes. For example,
nationality diversity had a U-shaped relationship to the range of information
the group used while educational diversity had the opposite inverted
U-shaped effect (Dahlin, Weingart, & Hinds, 2005). Even differences in the
context in which research is conducted, the laboratory or the field, can alter
which demographic attributes influence group performance (Bell, 2007). On
the other hand, some theories seem to extend beyond the demographic
categories to which they were originally applied, such as contact theory (e.g.,
Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006). Thus, future research should continue to develop
theories that help us understand which diversity findings may generalize
across attributes and which have unique effects.
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The analysis presented here made only a few distinctions between groups
with varying amounts of diversity. More fine grained analyses of a group’s
complete demographic profile, including whether certain pairs of attributes
are correlated, would be useful (e.g., Polzer & Caruso, 2008; Swann et al.,
2004). While it is unclear whether groups that are equivalently diverse will
develop norms with different content than will groups characterized by correlated attributes, the strength of those norms that develop will almost certainly
be affected.
With regard to norms, research has supported the idea that strong norms,
regardless of their content, can reduce a group’s ability to adapt to changing
circumstances. The habitual nature of strong norms, even if they are functional for the group, can reduce a group’s vigilance in assessing situations or
alternative behavioral choices (Gersick & Hackman, 1990). For example, using
data from 200 Fortune 500 firms over an 11 year period, Sorensen (2002)
found that norm strength was positively related to organizational performance consistency only when industry volatility was low; that is, organizations with stronger norms did worse than those with weaker norms in more
dynamic environments. Perhaps more relevant to works groups, Nemeth and
Staw (1989) found that greater cohesion and norm agreement led to less
tolerance for deviation and reduced creativity. Thus, the relationship between
the strength of strong norms focusing on being anti-biased and group performance may be curvilinear such that beyond some level, strong norms of any
sort, anti-bias norms included, may stifle rather than stimulate creativity and
adaptation. In this way, increasing levels of agreement and intensity on antibias norms may improve a diverse group’s performance up to a point and then
reduce performance. In contrast, anti-bias norms may be both inversely and
linearly related to homogeneous group performance. Thus, future research
should investigate when strong norms become too strong to promote
innovation.
Future Research
Finally, the list of norms that were considered here was limited to those that
appear to matter in diverse groups as suggested by prior research. Future
research might expand this list to consider norms that are more distal—that is,
not related to the immediate need to interact or complete a task. One question
is whether diverse groups need to develop many norms, including some that
are not explicitly linked to that task at hand, as opposed to simply developing
a few strong norms that relate to the group’s work. Future research could
examine and compare new diverse groups for which several behavioral norms
that are less relevant to the group’s task are made salient (e.g., everyone brings
food to share)—an “irrelevant content” or bonding condition and compare
that to diverse groups in which one highly task relevant norm is made salient
(e.g., majority based decisions)—a “relevant norm content” condition. Such a
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test would illuminate the importance of aligning norm content and strength—
that is, the relative importance for norms to be strong and related to the
specific task respectively, versus, for example, building shared norms that are
orthogonal to their work. Results could have significant implications for training diverse work groups and whether generalized bonding or, perhaps actual
on-the-job group coaching that pertains to the task is most helpful.
Most groups in work organizations experience changing membership over
time and so a related question is how norms are maintained within groups as
membership changes over time. Researchers have argued that norms should
become weaker over time as existing members depart and new members join
(e.g., Moreland, 1985) while other research has suggested that group norms
can become stronger and more readily enforced even as membership changes
(e.g., Harrison & Carroll, 2006). Group norms are at least partially dynamic,
changing to accommodate the changing normative orientations of group
members and the changing nature of their task demands (e.g., Jehn & Mannix,
2001). It is unlikely, however, that all norms would be equally elastic. For
example, compared to individualistic norms, cooperative norms are less likely
to emerge and are less stable; they require both a structure that provides benefits associated with cooperation and group members who prefer cooperation
(Bettenhausen & Murnighan, 1991; Chatman & Flynn, 2001). Thus, one
hypothesis is that cooperative norms will be less persistent over time than will
individualistic norms. Specifically groups that start with cooperative norms
will likely become more competitive over time as group members with competitive orientations enter, while groups that start with competitive norms will
be more likely to retain those norms regardless of whether cooperative members join. If, as past research has shown (Chatman & Flynn, 2001) diverse
groups start out with fewer advantageous, but more inelastic, norms such as
internal competitiveness, they may be more resistant to change. Further, norm
durability may interact with group composition making norms that would be
more stable in homogeneous groups less so in diverse groups by, for example,
requiring only one or few defecting behaviors to undermine them.
Conclusion
The abundant research and public policy devoted to understanding diversity
and prejudice confirms how critically important these constructs are for
effective interactions among people in a diverse society. Despite these efforts,
however, we have not yet answered the question of how this research aggregates to help understand and improve relationships among people who are
different from one another. I focused on diverse work groups in this paper,
which implies a functional perspective on improving performance for
economic value. But, it is also clear that if diverse work groups cannot solve
the social interaction challenges that they uniquely face as a result of their
composition and the psychology of diversity, they will be unable to fully
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leverage the potential value of that very diversity. Above and beyond this
observation, however, confronting the challenges of diversity in small groups
may offer insight into solving the challenges of discrimination in our larger
society.
What we derive from putting together findings from research on prejudice,
norms, and diverse work groups is that strong norms dictate behavior but
also, that diverse groups are at a disadvantage since they are less likely to
develop strong group norms that reshape the structurally reproduced norms
of members’ demographic identity groups. We also find that two clusters of
norms are particularly useful for diverse groups: those that emphasize inhibiting biased behavior and those that promote openness. Diverse work groups,
before they do anything else together, need to enable secure interactions
among their members. These two sets of norms may, therefore, be prerequisites to successful interaction and effective performance within diverse
groups.
These conclusions suggest that research in these domains could be usefully
reoriented to focus on actual, intact diverse groups, rather than on individuals
operating in isolation or hypothetical groups, and explicitly on the contextual
features of those groups, particularly their norms, that influence group
behavior perhaps even more than individual level attributes. The pressure is
on to figure out how to unlock the potential of diverse work groups. In the
context of economic volatility and the turbulence it has caused for organizations worldwide, discovering and implementing innovative ideas, products,
and processes is more important than ever. Research shows that convening
diverse teams—whether by nationality, sex, function, race, age, experience, or
tenure—is a key to deriving innovative solutions to complicated problems.
Given the simultaneously occurring trends of using teams and unprecedented
diversity in the workforce, it is surprising that social norms, which powerfully
shape attitudes and behaviors relevant to diversity, have not been more
specifically investigated in this context.
Recognizing both the unique challenges of forming strong and relevant
norms should accelerate our understanding of diverse work groups. Since
these groups are microcosms of larger societal interactions, perhaps even our
understanding of relationships among diverse others more broadly conceived,
will be enlightened by a sharper focus on salient norms. Specifically, some
norms appear to improve functioning in diverse groups allowing them to generate and use diverse information. Groups that are able to gain agreement and
intensity among members about norms that emphasize the importance of
being sensitive to different others without stifling creativity are likely to be
more innovative. Further, groups with members who resonate with and
behave in ways that show that they are open to experience and diversity, who
believe that intelligence is malleable, and who set in motion behaviors that
encourage others to contribute and recognize them for doing so, are likely to
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be more effective not only compared to diverse groups who fail to develop
these norms, but compared to homogeneous groups as well. Organizations,
leaders, and work groups that are able to embrace these norms will be the ones
who, by addressing basic needs and apprehensions, cultivate innovation, and
define what’s next.
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Endnote
1.

A group can, for example, include a subset of members who share multiple
attributes, or faultlines (Lau & Murnighan, 1998). Some evidence suggests that
dysfunctions are more pronounced in groups characterized by moderate diversity
(faultlines) than by those in which maximum diversity exists (e.g., Lau &
Murnighan, 2005). But, no research to-date has shown that faultlines result in
different dysfunctions than those arising in maximally diverse groups. Rather, a
few studies have shown that groups characterized by faultlines may experience
similar dysfunctions to those of maximally diverse groups, such as a lack of group
identification and increased conflict (e.g., Bezrukova, Jehn, Zanutto, & Thatcher,
2009). Thus, for the purposes of this paper, diversity includes groups that differ
on one dimension or many, and groups in which demographic dimensions are
distributed evenly or unevenly.
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